
energycafé

The Stone Age didn’t 
end because they ran 
out of stones. They 
just found better 
ways to advance.

The Hydrocarbon 
Age is no different.

Now the writing is on 
the wall for a change 
of direction away 
from fossil fuels 
towards renewable 
sources of energy.

New sources of clean 
energy. New security 
of energy through its 
long term storage. 
And stable and low 
cost supply of energy 
to benefit all, 
especially the Planet.
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Energy Café capitalises on new developments which store vast quantities of energy as heat in natural rocks 
underground. The energy store is called The Heat Vault. Above ground, The Heat Vault has a small Command 
Centre which controls its operation and links extracted heat with pipework to distribute this to any type of adjoining 
facilities. But it can also house equipment to convert heat to power or heat to cooling if and when required. 

Energy Café uses the Command Centre as a hub around which other community facilities are constructed. These 
can be a wide range of micro-facilities from coffee shops to micro-retail and beyond. But it is more. Especially at a 
time of crisis in cost of living, climate change, fuel poverty and economic pressures.

Energy Café can be the centrepiece of distribution of various types of energy to the neighbourhood which 
surrounds it. If it is built above Heat Vault to make greater use of a car park, for example, it can serve the retail or 
other facilities with inexpensive green energy while also serving the wider community as a new form of micro-utility 
for renewable energy. This can achieve much more for the local population than simply its use of the retail outlet. 
Further support can range from more car charging points to home heating or power. All of it much more affordable 
than alternatives.

This provides a bigger opportunity not only for further revenue for retail real estate or commercial owners but a 
further chance for brand and facilities loyalty, from which a wider offering of services is possible.

Energy Café
Fair energy from novel outlets for improving the lives of local communities



Roughly to scale

Multisource energy 
input and simultaneous output

Heat Vault www.theheatvaultcompany.com

Aerial view

Section view

energycafé

§ Ultra-Long Duration underground energy 
store within naturally occurring rocks in the 
form of heat which can be built at any scale

§ Architecture of multiple deep boreholes 
some to input heat others to extract it

§ Input of energy from waste heat from 
facilities and waste or excess electricity 
from grid

§ Collects energy in off-peak and seasons 
with low energy demand at low cost

§ Stores energy for weeks, months, years or 
decades

§ Output of energy at peak and seasons with 
high energy demand at acceptable price, 
decoupled from global hydrocarbon price 
volatility

§ Output can be as heat, cooling, electricity or 
green hydrogen

§ energycafé is built around the above ground 
Command Centre for The Heat Vault and 
draws energy from this underground store 
for onward distribution



Heat Vault cross section

Red heat Blue cooling Yellow electricity Green hydrogen Not to scale

Hot core – cool edge design = heat loss to environment <10% All dependent on configuration and operational specifics

HX

WASTE HEAT
Low cost
Low temp

Storage loss <10%
Base energy

RENEWABLE ELECTRIC POWER
Low cost

High temp
Storage loss minimal

Conversion Power to Heat = 100% 

HXHX

HEAT EXTRACTION

Efficiency dependent on:
• Temp gradient (in/out)
• Heat Exchanger (HX)

By simultaneous extraction of heat 
from multiple Heat Vault cells, increase 
in overall efficiency is obtained by 
mixing fluids with different 
temperatures in order to obtain the 
desired output temperature

PROCESS HEAT
POWER GENERATION

High & low temp

DISTRICT HEAT & COOL
Low temp

HX

GEOTHERMAL HEAT
Low cost

High temp
Storage loss <10%

Base energy

H2

200 metres+ depth

HYDROGEN

AMMONIA

energycafé



HEAT VAULT IS COOL
Rocks are good at storing hot or cold energy
Heat Vault can take the path to hot or cold

Or do both together 

Chill in the heat Warm in the cold



Heat energy is stored underground in 
The Heat Vault. Dependent on need, 

extracted heat can be supplied as 
heating, cooling or electricity. The assets 

to achieve this are kept beneath the 
Command Centre. But this can be more 
than just a central control. It can be used 

in many different ways as a 
multifunctional centre for the community 

it serves. 
Welcome to the energycafé. energycafé

Energy Café
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Energy Café

Community Centre
Coffee Shop
Deli
Juice Bar
Drive-in Theatre
Small commercial
Financial services hub
Insurance
Greenhouse
Crèche
Performing Arts Stage

Command
Centre

Multiple options and configurations
Plan view not to scale

Micro-homes
Micro-education
Citizen advice
Warm Hub
Digital charging stations
Vehicle electric charging
Micro-commerce
Community Kitchen
Food Education Hub
Food Waste Exchange
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Energy Café

Mixed function modules 
built around The Heat Vault 

Command Centre
sit above the energy store COMMAND CENTRE



Microhomes 
& Warm Hubs

energycafé

Energy Café
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Energy Café

Styleboard examples



Fuel Station

Superstore

Car Park

Neighbouring Sports Leisure

Neighbouring Retail

Click & Collect

energycafé

Energy Café

Approximate size of 
underground Heat 
Vault (orange) and 
overground Energy 

Café (black)
Heat Vault 35 X 35 metres

Approximately 15 car spaces 
and 4 rows

46 GWh
15 MW

Scale for 
heating/cooling/electricity 

for c. 140,000 m2

Superstore shown approx. 
9K m2

Heat Vault at this 
scale has  

capacity to 
supply annual 

heat demand for 
2,000 homes 
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Energy Café

B

C

Approximate size of 
underground Heat 

Vault (orange)

A. 40 GWh store
B. 300 GWh store

C. 10,000 GWh store 
(twice depth of A and 

B) 

The Command 
Centre for Energy 
Café can manage 

energy from different 
size variants 

Energy Café can be 
the central micro-

utility hub for 
surrounding 

community of 
industry, retail, 

leisure, commercial 
and residential, 

taking in waste heat 
and supplying high 
grade heat, power 

and cooling in a local 
circular economy

A
Green 
Energy 
distribution 
to 
community

Scales approximate
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Energy Café can help deliver customer loyalty and a fairer society 

energycafé

A.N.OTHER

1234 5678 9999 0000
EXPIRES
END

MONTH/YEAR

00/00

Building Brand Loyalty Building a Better Future
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Energy Café: Communities are not built with bricks but with warmth
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